
Well I hope everybody is making it through the winter. As is our custom, the theme of 

the January meeting is One per Person.  This means that any magician attending the 

meeting must perform one trick. Guess what, we saw a lot of really great magic. 

Terry Oberman was up first and he demonstrated 2 phases of Gregory Wilson’s Rubicon. 

Kevin Rhodehouse followed with Daryl’s Enchanted Cube. Next, Zach Mandel 

demonstrated an original card effect he calls You People Found It where two spectators 

find each other’s card.  Dave Levitan was next with Steve Valentine’s Booked which is a 

really cool book test with a Pegasus Page kicker. 

Bob Lusthaus then performed an item called Cut To a Royal Flush by Peter Duffe. Bob 

Weinowitz continued this madness when he performed his Six One Hundred Dollar Bill 

Repeat. Wayne Haarhaus then did a nice sympathetic silk and knot routine that was 

reminiscent of Paul Potassy.  Rich Mancini then performed a nice clock prediction effect 

using playing cards. 

Gary Levenson performed an item called Travel in Mind.  Ziggy followed with Further 

Impact that was published in the final issue Magic Magazine. Harry Mandel was next 

with Mark Striving’s Symbol Logic.  Ed Hass then expertly demonstrated Steve Draun’s 

Worldly Things.  Steve Goldstein then showed a dice prediction called Badlands Bob.  

Bill Krupskas followed with a performance of David Regal’s Fill in the Blank Transpo. 

Josh Kurzban then performed his Signed Bill to Banana routine.  Chris Ward then 

performed Leather Impact by Roy Walton which is the trick on which the trick that Ziggy 

performed is based.  Magic Al Garber then demonstrated that Doc Eason item, All 

Screwed Up.  And everybody’s best friend closed things up with a performance of Phil 

Goldstein’s Coupon Caper. 

I told you at the start there was a lot of really great magic! 

 

Bill Krupskas   

 

 


